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The problem of wind profile reconstruction from scintillations of an optical wave scattered off a rough
surface in a telescope focus plane is considered. Both the expression for the spatiotemporal correlation
function and the algorithm of cross-wind velocity and direction profiles reconstruction based on the
spatiotemporal spectrum of intensity of an optical wave scattered by a diffuse target in a turbulent
atmosphere are presented. Computer simulations performed under conditions of weak optical turbulence
show wind profiles reconstruction by the developed algorithm. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

The problem of measuring wind velocity based on the
spatiotemporal statistics of fluctuations of optical
wave intensity in a turbulent atmosphere is analyzed
in [1] and in works cited therein where the mean
(averaged over path) cross-wind velocity measurers
were proposed, and the results of their experimental
proof are discussed. The theoretical and experimental
results of wind profiling by the scintillation detection
and ranging (SCIDAR) technique are presented in
[2–8]. In recent work [9], along with the modified
spatiotemporal scintillation technique, wind profile
reconstruction from the output image streams of a
differential nonlinear Zernike wavefront sensor are
discussed.

In [10] the problem of determining the wind veloc-
ity in the atmosphere from the spatiotemporal corre-
lation function of turbulent intensity fluctuations of
light scattered by the surface of the viewed object or
natural scene is considered, and formulas for estima-
tion of the mean velocity averaged over the distance

between the viewed object and the receiver are pre-
sented. In more detail the potential of single-ended
measurement of the path averaged velocity vector is
discussed in [11,12] based on the results of thorough
study of the statistics of interaction of a target in-
duced speckle field with the atmospheric turbulence
[13–15].

In this paper the single-ended scintillation method
of measurement of the path averaged cross wind [10–
12] is generalized on measurement of the profile of
cross-wind velocity and its direction along the prop-
agation path. We propose the method of wind profile
retrieval from the turbulent statistics of the reflected
optical wave intensity pattern in the focal plane of the
receiving telescope. Obtaining the information on the
cross-wind profile from reflected wave intensity sta-
tistics is important for operation of the adaptive op-
tical system using scattered radiation for closing of
the adaptive loop [16]. We formulate the problem and
present the basic equations for reconstruction of the
cross-wind velocity and direction profiles from the
spatiotemporal spectrum of intensity fluctuations of a
Gaussian beam scattered by a diffuse target in a
turbulent atmosphere. We also present the results of
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end-to-end computer experiments on reconstruction
of wind profiles by the developed algorithm.

2. Problem Statement and Governing Equations

The principle of wind velocity profile reconstruction
from the spatiotemporal spectrum of turbulent fluc-
tuations of the intensity of optical plane wave prop-
agating in the atmosphere is discussed in [17]. We
can clarify it by the following example.

Let the monochromatic plane wave with complex
amplitude U0 pass through a thin random phase
screen ��r, �����0f�r� V�� moving across the prop-
agation path with the velocity V, where �0 �� 1,
f�r� � 1 is some function. The � signs appear with
equal probability being independent on time shift �
and coordinate vector r on the phase screen plane.
The intensity of the wave is registered by a photode-
tector spaced by a distance x from the screen. Then
the field amplitude and intensity at the photodetector
can be written as follows:

U��x, �, ���
kU0

2�ix�dr exp��i�0f�r��
ik
2x�r� ��V��2�,

(1)

I��x, �; ����U��x, �, ���2, (2)

where k � 2��	, � is the wavelength, and � is the 2D
vector in the receiver plane.

From Eqs. (1) and (2) it follows that the expression
for the intensity correlation function is of the form

KI��1, �2; ��� �I�x, �1; 0�I�x, �2; ��	� �I�x, �1; 0�	

 �I�x, �2; ��	

�
1
4
�I��x, �1; 0�� I��x, �1; 0��


 �I��x, �2; ��� I��x, �2; ����. (3)

Taking into account the movement of the phase
screen I��x, �; ��� I��x, �� V�; 0�, for the spatiotem-
poral Fourier transform of the correlation function
[Eq. (3)] we obtain

F̃I�x, �; ����d�d�1d�2e
i���i��1�i��2KI��1, �2; ��

�
�

2 ��� �V���d� e�i���I��x, �; 0�

� I��x, �; 0���2

. (4)

If we restrict our analysis by the spatial frequency
vectors oriented along one of the axes of the Cartesian
coordinates � � �ei, the spectrum [Eq. (4)] will take
nonzero values on the ray � � ��Vei� only. The pro-
jection of velocity of phase screen motion on the axis

ei is given by the spectrum inclination � � ���. The
spectrum variations along the ray for different dis-
tances from the screen are shown in Fig. 1. In the
calculations we have used the following parameters:
�0� 0.1; f�r�� sin�qr�; q� 200 m�1; the wavelength
	 � 5 
 10�7 m. Three distances were taken: x �
2 km, 1 km, and 500 m; and the � function was omit-
ted in the spectrum calculations. It follows from Fig.
1 that the all spectra coincide in the vicinity of first
minimum, but the location of the other minima de-
pends on the distance x. Analytical relation determin-
ing the phase screen location is obtained if we expand
the intensities in Eq. (4) to the Taylor series, and,
taking into account the terms of order �0,

I��x, �; 0� � �U0�2�
k�0

�x �U0�2�drf�r�cos� k
2x��� r�2�,

(5)

calculate the spectrum

F̃I�x, �; ��� 8�0
2
�U0�4����v�sin2� x

2k �
2�


��dre�i�rf�r��2

. (6)

From Eq. (6) it follows that the distance-dependent
spectrum minima coordinates are

�2� 2�n
k
x . (7)

Thus, the phase screen velocity can be found by the
angle of the spatiotemporal intensity spectrum incli-
nation determined by the ratio of temporal frequency
to the spatial one and the phase screen location x is
determined by the location of the spectrum minima.

Fig. 1. Spatiotemporal spectrum variations along the distin-
guished ray. �0 � 0.1, q � 200 m�1; □, x � 2000 m; Œ, x �
1000 m; �, x � 500 m.
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To study the potential of that method for remote
profiling of a velocity vector perpendicular to the line
of sight to the target we consider following scheme.
Let a laser source in the plane x� � 0 illuminates a
diffuse surface located in the plane x� � x. In the
plane of a source, the scattered radiation is received
by a telescope with a photoarray (a video camera)
in the focal plane. The telescope can be collocated
with the transmitting aperture (Fig. 2a) or displaced
from the transmitter location by some distance (Fig.
2b). The speckle images of a laser illuminated area on
a diffuse surface are subject to correlation-spectral
processing.

Let us assume that the initial field of the illumi-
nating optical beam in the plane x�� 0 is given by the
Gaussian model

U0����U0 exp�� �2

2a2� ik
�2

2F�, (8)

where a and F are the beam radius and the radius of
phase front curvature at the center of the transmit-
ting aperture, and U0 is the field amplitude at the
beam axis, � � �y, z�.

For the field of the reflected wave in the plane
x� � 0, we have [18,19]

UR�0, ����drdr�d��U0����V�r, r��G�x, r; 0, ���


G�x, r�; 0, ��, (9)

where U0���� is the initial field complex amplitude,
V�r, r�� is the reflection coefficient,

G�x, r; 0, ����
keikx

2�ix GR�x, r; 0, ���


 exp�i
k
2x�r� ���2� (10)

is the Green function, r and r� are 2D vectors in the
target plane, and �� is a vector in the source-receiver
plane. The random component of the Green function
GR takes into account the air dielectric permittivity
turbulent fluctuations and can be represented in the
form of a path integral [20]:

GR�x, r; 0, ���� lim
N→�

� k
2�ix�N�1�dS1 . . . dSN�1


 exp�i
k
2x �

j�1

N�1

Sj
2� i

k
2�

0

x

dx�


�1�x�, �1�������r

� �
j�1

N�1

�j���Sj��, (11)

where �1�x�, ��, r, Sj� is the fluctuating part of the air
dielectric permittivity, Sj is the 2D vector in the
transverse plane, integration over Sj, x� is performed
over all the possible trajectories connecting source-
receiver and target planes,

��
x�

x ,

�j����
sin�j���

2N sin� j�
2N� .

We write the field in the telescope observation
plane x� � �l in the form [21]

U�l, ���
k

2�il exp�ikl� ik
�2

2l��d� � T����UR�x0, ���


 exp��i
k
l �� � � i

k
2�1

l �
1
Ft
���2�, (12)

where Ft is the telescope focal length, and

T�����T0 exp�� ��2

2at
2�, (13)

Fig. 2. Scheme of wind profile measurer. a, Collocated receiver
and transmitter; b, spaced receiver and transmitter.
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is the transmission function of a telescope aperture,
where at is the effective radius of the objective, and T0
is the transmittance coefficient.

Thus, for the intensity of the reflected wave in the
telescope focal plane �l � Ft�, from Eqs. (9) and (12)
we obtain

I�Ft, ���U�Ft, ��U*�Ft, ��

� �k�T0�
2�Ft

�2�dr�1,2dr1,2d��1,2d��1,2U0���1�


U*0���2�V�r1, r�1�V*�r2, r�2�

G�x, r1; 0, ��1�G*�x, r2; 0, ��2�

G�x, r�1; 0, ��1�G*�x, r�2; 0, ��2�


 exp����1
2� ��2

2

2at
2 �

ik
Ft

����1� ��2��. (14)

Using Eqs. (10) and (11) for the Green functions in Eq.
(14), for the second spatiotemporal moment of inten-
sity at the time moments t1 � 0 and t2 � � we find

I�Ft, �1, 0�I�Ft, �2, ��

� �k�T0�
2�Ft

�4� k
2�x�8�dr�1–4dr1–4d��1–4d��1–4U0���1�


U*0���2�U0���3�U*0���4�V�r1, r�1�V*�r2, r�2�

V�r3, r�3�V*�r4, r�4�


��
j�1

4

�
j
�2

2at
2 �

ik
Ft

��1���1� ��2�� �2���3� ��4���

 exp� ik

2x
�r1� ��1�2� �r2� ��2�2� �r�1� ��1�2

��r�2 � ��2�2� �r3 � ��3�2� �r4 � ��4�2

� �r�3 � ��3�2� �r�4 � ��4�2��lim
N→�

� k
2�x�8�N�1�


�da1 . . . N�1db1 . . . N�1dc1 . . . N�1de1 . . . N�1df1 . . . N�1


dg1 . . . N�1dh1 . . . N�1dt1 . . . N�1


 exp�i
k
2x �

j�1

N�1

�aj
2� bj

2� cj
2� ej

2� fj
2� gj

2�hj
2� tj

2�

� i
k
2�

0

x

dx�
�1�x�, ��1, r1, aj; 0�

��1�x�, ��2, r1, cj; 0���1�x�, ��1, r�1, bj; 0�
��1�x�, ��2, r�2, ej; 0���1�x�, ��3, r3, fj; ��
��1�x�, ��4, r4, hj; ����1�x�, ��3, r�3, gj; ��

��1�x�, ��4, r�4, tj; ����, (15)

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, and t are 2D vectors of
integration in the transverse to the propagation di-
rection plane.

3. Spatiotemporal Correlation Function

The intensity spatiotemporal correlation function

KI��1, �2; ��� �I�Ft, �1, 0�I�Ft, �2, ��	
� �I�Ft, �1, 0� 	 � I�Ft, �2, ��	, (16)

is obtained as a result of ensemble averaging �· · ·	 of
the expressions for intensity [Eq. (16)] and the second
moment of intensity [Eq. (15)].

Assume [18,19] that fluctuations of the reflection
coefficient of diffuse surface and dielectric permittiv-
ity in the atmosphere are independent. Then, aver-
aging over the reflection coefficient and over the
turbulent fluctuations is performed separately. With
the assumption that the correlation time of the re-
flection coefficient is less than the exposure and the
time interval between exposures is less than the
characteristic time of the atmospheric processes, for
the fourth statistical moment of the reflection coeffi-
cient we can write [18,19]

�V�r1, r�1�V*�r2, r�2�V�r3, r�3�V*�r4, r�4�	

� �V�r1, r�1�V*�r2, r�2�	�V�r3, r�3�V*�r4, r�4�	, (17)

where

�V�ri, r�i�V*�rl, r�l�	�
4�

k2 �A�ri��2�ri� rl��ri� r�i�


�rl� r�l�. (18)

Use of the model [Eq. (17)] for the fourth statistical
moment of the target reflection coefficient allows to
avoid taking account of the return intensity fluctua-
tions caused by a diffuse target [see [18,19] (Part 4.3),
and [22–24] concerning a partially coherent light
source radiation propagating in a turbulent atmo-
sphere]. The model [Eq. (17)] is true for the diffuse
target with glints �0.5 mm [25] as well. The ampli-
tude of the reflection coefficient is determined as
[18,19]

A�ri��A0 exp�� ri
2

2ar
2�, (19)

where A0 is the amplitude at the center of the diffuse
reflector, and ar is the effective radius of the reflector
determined by the distance where the squared am-
plitude decreases down to e�1.

In what follows we assume the Taylor’s hypothesis
of frozen turbulence [26] to be valid for the space–
time dynamics of the dielectric permittivity field

�1�x�, �; ����1�x�, ��V�x���; 0�, (20)
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where V�x�� is the wind velocity component trans-
verse to the propagation direction. We assume as
well, that integrals in the random part [Eq. (11)] of
the Green functions in Eq. (14) and in the last expo-
nent in Eq. (15) are Gaussian random values [27,28],
and use the formula [21,27]

�ei�	� e��1�2���2	, (21)

for ensemble averaging based on the Kolmogorov
model [21] for the turbulent spectrum of dielectric
permittivity����, ��. We also assume that the param-
eter �0

2 � 1.23Cn
2k7�6x11�6, characterizing the strength

of optical turbulence [27], where Cn
2 is the structure

characteristic of the refractive index, takes values
less than unity. That is, we consider the regime of
weak intensity fluctuations on the propagation path
[27]. The parameter �0

2 is formed as a factor of the
integrals over variable x� in the exponents of Eqs. (14)
and (15) after averaging. Thus, in the case of weak
intensity fluctuations �0

2 � 1 we can expand them to
the Taylor series and limit our consideration to the
first two terms of this series:

e��1�2���2	 � 1�
1
2��2	. (22)

Having averaged Eqs. (14) and (15) with the use of
Eqs. (17)–(22) and having used Eq. (1) for the initial
field U0���, after cumbersome transformations, for
the correlation function KI we obtain

KI��1, �2; ��� 2A exp��D�2R2��2�2���d��
0

x

dx�


���x�, ��ei�V�x����exp�Re t1�
2

� i Im �1���
cosh�2 Re �1�R�
� cosh�Re �1��� i Im t1�

2��
� exp�Re t2�

2� i Im �2���

 
cosh�2 Re �2�R�� cosh�Re �2��

� i Im t2�
2��� 2 Re�exp�t1�t*2

2 �2

�
�1��*2

2 ���cosh(��1��*2��R)

� exp�t1� t2

2 �2�
�1��2

2 ���

 cosh(��1��2��R)��. (23)

The applicability of the expansion [Eq. (22)], and,
consequently, Eq. (23) is restricted by the same
strength of optical turbulence as the applicability of
the Rytov method [21] �0

2 � 1.

The first component in curly brackets of Eq. (23) is
responsible for the intensity correlation of the wave
incident on the diffuse target; the second component
is responsible for the reflected wave intensity corre-
lation, and the third one, 2 Re
· · ·�, determines the
correlation of the incident and reflected waves inten-
sities [19]. If the source and the receiver are spaced
(Fig. 2b), the last component is absent.

In Eq. (23) we use the following notations:

R�
�1� �2

2 , �� �1� �2,

A� k2�k2adA0T0U0

x2Ftzzt
�4

,

1

ad
2 �

1

ar
2�

k2

x2at
2�zt

2�
�

k2

x2a2�z2�
,

D�
k2ad

2

Ft
2at

2
�zt�2

� 1

ar
2�

k2

x2a2�z2��,

t1��i
x
k ��1����

�1���2

z �
ad

2

2 �i�� k
x

1��
z �2

,

t2��i
x
k ��1����

�1���2

zt
�

ad
2

2 �i�� k
x

1��
zt

�2

,

z�
1

a2� ik�1
x �

1
F�, zt�

1

at
2�

ik
x ,

�1��
ad

2k2

at
2xFt�zt�2

�i�� k
x

1��
z �,

�2�
k�1���

Ftzt
�

ad
2k2

at
2xFt�zt�2

�i�� k
x

1��
zt

�. (24)

Equation (23) is a basis for development of the wind
profile reconstruction algorithm.

4. Reconstruction Algorithm

The algorithm of wind velocity reconstruction pro-
posed here is built in the following way. First, we note
that the spatiotemporal correlation function [Eq.
(25)] is the sum of integrals of the type

FI��, R; ���B exp��D�2R2��2�2���d��
0

x

dx�


 exp���j�
2��j���j�R�


���x�, ��ei�V�x���, (25)
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and for the parameters �j, �j, and j, for example,
in the first term in Eq. (23) we have �1 � Re t1,
�1 � i Im �1, and 1 � 2 Re �1.

Second, we perform the integration over both
the spatial coordinates of the function FI��, R; �� as
follows:

�dRd�FI��, R; ��eiq��
�B

D2� d��
0

x

dx�


 exp����j�
j

2

8D��2

�
��j�� iq�2

2D ����x�, ��ei�V�x���.

(26)

The real part of the exponent’s argument in the
braces of Eq. (26) is written as

Re� ���Re �j���
Im �j

2D Re �j
q�2

� q2 �Im �j�2� 2D Re �j

4D2 Re �j
, (27)

where �j � �j � �j
2�8D� � ��j

2�2D�. The function
[Eq. (27)] has a peak at the point � � ��Im �j�
2D Re �j�q with the half-width 1�Re �j. Assume that
in this region, the function ���x�, ��ei�V�x��� varies
slowly. Then, calculation of the integral over � in Eq.
(26) gives us

�d����x�, ��ei�V�x��� exp���j�
2�

i�j

D q��
�
�

�j
���x�,

Im �j

2D Re �j
q�e�i��� Im �j���2D Re �j��qV�x��


 exp�� �j
2q2

4�jD
2�.

Finally,

�dRd�FI��, R; ��eiq��
�3B

D2 �
0

x

dx�

���x�,
Im �j

2D Re �j
q�

�j


 e�i��� Im �j���2D Re �j��qV�x��


 exp��q2� �j
2

4�jD
2�

1
2D��. (28)

Third, we assume q � qei, V�x��ei � Vi�x��, and
� � ��q and perform in Eq. (28) the Fourier trans-
formation in time:

g��, q��
1

2��d�dRd�FI��, R; ��eiq��i��

�
�3B

D2 �
0

x

dx�
1
�jq

���x�,
Im

2D Re �j
q�


��� Im �j

2D Re �j
Vi�x���


 exp��q2� �j
2

4�jD
2�

1
2D��. (29)

Fourth, having noted that in the inertial sub-
range of the Kolmogorov turbulence [21] the spec-
trum ��
x�, �Im �j�2D Re �j�q� � ���x�, q��Im �j�
2D Re �j��11�3, we perform scaling in Eq. (29),
g0��, q� � 
D2q2��3B�0�q��g��, q�, where �0�q� �
���x�, q��Cn

2�x��, and calculate the integral

f0��, p���
0

�

g0��, q� eipq2 dq

��
0

x

dx�Cn
2�x��

1
�j

��� Im �j

2D Re �j
Vi�x���

�j
2

4�jD
2�

1
2D� ip

.

(30)

The modulus of the integral [Eq. (30)], |f0��, p�|, as a
function of p, has its maxima at pj � Im��j

2�4�jD
2�.

By solving this equation we find x�. Knowing x�,
we can find Vi�x�� from the equation � � �Im �j�
2D Re �j�Vi�x��. Thus, each term in Eq. (25) allows us,
with some uncertainty, to find the wind velocity pro-
file. But the problem of ambiguity of that algorithm
arises because it is very difficult in practice to select
uniquely the components FI of the spatiotemporal
correlation function [Eq. (23)] in order to process each
of them by the algorithm [Eqs. (26)–(30)].

One of the possible ways to reduce the algorithm
ambiguity is to shift the receiver relative to the trans-
mitter, when the receiving telescope is placed in the
plane x� � 0 at such a distance from the transmitter
aperture that the correlation of incident and reflected
waves can be neglected (Fig. 2b). It is well-known [19]
that the area of manifestation of the amplification
effects caused by the correlation of the incident and
return waves is restricted by the intensity correlation
radius, that is under the weak intensity fluctuations
regime it is restricted by the first Fresnel zone radius.
The first Fresnel radius for the optical wavelength
range and the path lengths of a few kilometers is not
more that a few tens of centimeters. Thus, in practice
the scheme in Fig. 2b is quite reasonable, and we can
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neglect it by the term Re
· · ·� in Eq. (23) without the
loss in generality. In this case, the spatiotemporal
correlation function [Eq. (23)] does not contain the
term 2 Re
· · ·�, and the transformations [Eqs. (26)–
(30)] applied to the rest of the terms of the correlation
function give

f0��, p���
0

x

dx�Cn
2�x���

j�1

6 kj

�j

��� Im �jVi�x��
2D Re �j

�
�j

4�jD
2�

1
2D� ip

.

(31)

For the numbered parameters in Eq. (31) we have the
following:

�1� k1� 2,

�1��Re t1�
�Re �1�2

2D �
�Im �1�2

2D

��Re t1�
Re��1

2�
2D ,

�1� i Im �1.

In this case the maximum is at the point p1 � 0.

�2� k2� 2, �2��Re t2�
Re��2

2�
2D ,

�2� i Im �2.

The maximum is at the point p2 � 0.

�3� k3��1, �3��t1�
�1

2

2D, �3��1.

The maximum is at the point

p3��Im�
1

2�1� 2
t1

�1
2 D��,

and the velocity is determined from the equation
Vi�x�� � 2D� Re �3�Im �3.

�4� k4��1, �4��*3, �4���*1.

The maximum is at the point p4 � �p3.

�5� k5��1, �5��t2�
�2

2

2D, �5��2.

The maximum is at the point

p5��Im�
1

2�1� 2D
t2

�2
2��,

and the velocity is determined from the equation
Vi�x�� � 2D� Re �5�Im �5.

�6� k6��1, �6��*5, �6���*2.

The maximum is at the point p6 � �p5.

Among the six equations for the maxima over p of
the function f0��, p�, we can discard four (zeroes of
p1 and p2, and take only the positive values, p4 and
p6). Thus, for the spaced receiver and transmitter
only two informative components of the correlation
function remain and retrieval of the wind profile by
the algorithm [Eqs. (26)–(30)] becomes feasible.

The unambiguous solution is the only case when
the transmitting optical system forms a divergent
beam, close to the spherical wave, and the size of the
diffuse surface far exceeds the size of the illuminated
area. In this case, both for separated and coincidental
transmitter–receiver systems, the spatiotemporal
correlation function of intensity is represented in the
form

KI��1, �2; �� � KI��, ��

� 4A�d��
0

x

dx����x�, ��


 ei�V�x����i��L�Ft�������2at
2��2��2


 sin2�L�2

2k ��1����, (32)

where � � x�x. The algorithm of wind profiling based
on Eq. (32) is built by the following steps.

We calculate the spatiotemporal spectrum:

g��, q��
1

�2��3�d�d�KI��, ��eiq��i��

� 4A�
0

x

dx����x�,
qFt

x� � Ft
2

x2�2q
exp��q2

Ft
2at

2

2x2 �

 sin2�Ft

2q2

2kx
1��
� ���� FtVi�x��

x� �. (33)

Having accepted

g0��, q��
q2g��, q�
4A�0�q�

exp�q2
Ft

2at
2

2x2 �
and assuming that
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���x�,
qFt

x� ��Cn
2�x���0�q��Ft

x���11�3

in the inertial turbulence subrange [21], we have

g0��, q���
0

x

dx�Cn
2�x���x�

Ft
�5�3

q sin2�Ft
2q2

2kx
1��
� �


��� FtVi�x��
x� �. (34)

Performing integration �0
� g0��, q�cos�pq2�dq, we ob-

tain

�
0

�

g0��, q�cos�pq2�dq�
�

8�
0

x

dx�Cn
2�x���x�

Ft
�5�3


��� FtVi�x��
x� �


 �2�p���p�
Ft

2

2kx
1��
� �

��p�
Ft

2

2kx
1��
� ��. (35)

In the region p � 0, each value of � corresponds to a
relevant � spike at p� �Ft

2�2kx��1� ����. The velocity
is determined by the relation � � 
Ft Vi�x���x��. Trac-
ing to the maxima of Eq. (35) we obtain profile Vi�x��
along a path between the transmitter–receiver and
diffuse surface.

5. Computer Simulations

To test the reconstruction algorithm in end-to-end
computer experiments we need first to simulate the
intensity pattern of scattered wave in the telescope
focus. In the simulation we based on the expression
for the intensity of a scattered optical beam [Eq.
(14)] written for the infinite �A�ri� � A0� diffuse tar-
get [29]

I�Ft, ����dr�d��1,2U0���1�U*0���2�G�x, r; 0, ��1�


G*�x, r; 0, ��2�� kA0

2�Ft
�2�d��1,2T���1�T���2�


 exp��ik
Ft

����1� ��2��G�x, r; 0, ��1�


G*�x, r; 0, ��2�

��drII�x, r�IT�x, r, ��. (36)

In Eq. (36), the intensity I�Ft, �� is the integral of the
product of intensity of a beam illuminating the sur-

face, II�x, r�, and nondimensional intensity of the
beam with the initial radius that equals the telescope
radius, propagating to the diffuse target under the
angle determined by the vector � and the focal length
Ft, IT�x, r, ��. In other words, there is a probing of the
different parts of the laser illuminated area of the
scattering surface by means of the secondary beam
formed by the receiving telescope.

Hence, the algorithm for numerical simulation fol-
lows. Propagation of two beams in the forward direc-
tion is modeled by the split method [30,31] using the
algorithm [32,33], their intensities are calculated,
multiplied together, and summed up over the whole
illuminated area. But the problem is that even to get
the intensity distribution, 128 
 128 pixels only, we
need to run this scenario more than 10,000 times!
That is why below we consider two simplifications of
Eq. (36) reducing the temporal expenditures on cal-
culation I�Ft, ��. We stress that the velocity recon-
struction algorithm itself does not require much
computer time (approximately tens of seconds) and
can be used in real time during measurements.

A. Random Phase Screen Model

The computational expenditures on simulation of the
reflected beam intensity distribution in a telescope
focus can be significantly decreased if we present the
integral over r in Eq. (36) as the convolution integral.
This is possible, if we consider the dielectric per-
mittivity fluctuations located within a thin layer
near the source. For the model of random phase
screen located near the light source, Eq. (36) is
represented as [29]

I�Ft, �� � I�Ft, �, r���drII�x, r�IT�x, r, ��

�� drII�x, r�IT�x, r� �x�Ft�. (37)

The model of random phase screen is used frequently
in the analysis of wave propagation along vertical
and slant paths in a turbulent atmosphere [32–34]. It
is easy to ensure that the convolution integral [Eq.
(37)] is valid for the intensity of the laser beam re-
flected by a diffuse surface if random factor GR [Eq.
(11)] in the Green functions in Eq. (36) is represented
as GR�x, r; 0, �i�� exp�i���i��, where ���i� is a random
phase on a screen.

The convolution integral [Eq. (37)] for the intensity
in the telescope focal plane allows the relationship

I�Ft, ��� �2��2�d�ĨI�x, ��ĨT�x, ��exp��i��x�Ft�,

(38)

where
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ĨI�x, ��� �2���2�drII�x, r�e�i�r,

ĨT�x, ��� �2���2�drIT�x, r, ��exp
�i��r� �x�Ft��,

(39)

to be applied for calculation of the intensity I�Ft, ��
with use of the fast Fourier transform. Equations (38)
and (39) provide calculation of the 2D intensity dis-
tributions of the reflected optical wave in the focus of
the receiving telescope with acceptable computer con-
sumptions.

Thus, testing of the algorithm for reconstruction of
the cross-wind profile for the model of the random
phase screen was performed in the following way.
Propagation of the collimated illuminating Gaussian
beam (beam radius a � 5 
 10�2 m, focal length
F�1 � 0, path length x � 1 km, wavelength 	 � 5

 10�7 m) and the secondary beam (beam radius at

� 3 
 10�2 m, focal length Ft � 1 m) was simulated
by the algorithm [32,33]. The scheme of spaced trans-
mitting and receiving apertures, shown in Fig. 2b,
was considered. The single random phase screen lo-
cated at the beginning of the path and moved with the
speed of Vz � 3 m�s (Z direction) and Vy � �1.5
m�s (Y direction) was simulated. The computational
grid had 512 
 512 mesh points with a distance
between the points of 5 
 10�4 m. The simulated
distributions of intensity of the illuminating and sec-
ondary beams in the reflector plane were Fourier
transformed; then the Fourier transformations were
multiplied, and the inverse Fourier transform was
performed. The obtained intensity distributions in
the telescope focal plane were used to calculate the
spatiotemporal correlation function KI�R, �, ��. The
series of 256 frames of 2D intensity distributions
were processing. The correlation function was esti-
mated from ten realizations of such series. Then the
correlation function was integrated numerically over
the sum coordinate R and Fourier transformed over
the difference coordinate � and time �.

The logarithms of Z and Y components of the nor-
malized spatiotemporal spectrum g0 calculated in
such a way are depicted in Fig. 3 in the coordinates of
the temporal frequency 	 and the spatial frequencies

qz (Fig. 3a) and qy (Fig. 3b). Since the simulation was
carried out for the spaced reception scheme (Fig. 2b),
according to the analysis performed above, the calcu-
lated spectra have two inclined bands for every coor-
dinate of the spatial frequency q with the sharply
defined oscillations. The spectrum slope is deter-
mined by the selected ratio of temporal and spatial
frequencies � � ��q, as follows from Eq. (29), where
the delta function in the integrand cuts out from the
spectrum �� the band with corresponding slope. The
positions of the spectrum minima are determined by
the oscillation period depending on an imaginary part
of the index of the exponential factor in Eq. (29); the
decrease of the spectral amplitude is determined by
the real part of this factor. The reconstruction results
for the component of wind velocity Vz � 3 m�s from
the two bands in Fig. 3a are: the screen coordinate is
of x � 20 and 10 m; the wind velocity is of Vz � 2.9
and 3.0 m�s. For the component Vy � �1.5 m�s
we have x � 10 and 0.0 m; Vy � �1.3 and �1.6 m�s.
That is, every band of the spectrum allows the posi-
tion and transverse speed of the screen to be recon-
structed to a high accuracy.

The algorithm discussed above for wind velocity
profile reconstruction is based on theoretical rela-
tions valid for the weak intensity fluctuations regime
�0

2 � 1. To find the upper value of the intensity vari-
ance at which wind profile reconstruction is still pos-
sible by that algorithm, we have performed the
numerical modeling of propagation of an optical beam
through a moving screen for different strengths of
phase fluctuations. Phase screen represents a thin
layer of turbulent atmosphere with the structure
characteristic Cn

2 and thickness d located near the
source. Strength of phase fluctuations is character-
ized by relative intensity variance of plane wave
passed through the screen at x�� 0 and registered on
the diffuse target plane x� � x. For the weak fluctu-
ations regime we have the following expression [35].
�I

2 � 2.25dCn
2k7�6x5�6. We have used the same geome-

try of propagation as for the numerical results pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Propagation of the collimated
illuminating Gaussian beam with the beam radius
a � 10�1 m, wavelength 	 � 5 
 10�7 m, and the
secondary beam (beam radius at � 3 
 10�2 m, focal
length Ft � 1 m) along the path of length x � 1 km,
was simulated by the algorithm [32,33]. The compo-
nents of the phase screen velocity were given as
Vz��2 m�s and Vy� 1 m�s. The computational grid
had 512 
 512 mesh points with a distance between
the points of 2 
 10�3 m. The series of 256 frames
of 2D intensity distributions with time delay
2 
 10�3 s were processing. The spatiotemporal cor-
relation function was estimated from 20 realizations
of such series. The influence of optical turbulence
strength on normalized spatiotemporal intensity
spectra g0 is illustrated by Figs. 4a–4d. It is obvious
that for �I

2 less than 0.5 at least one band can be easily
distinguished and the screen location can be found
within the accuracy of 10 m, and wind velocity is
accurately reconstructed. The results of the screen

Fig. 3. Components of the spatiotemporal intensity spectrum for
the collimated illuminating Gaussian beam affected by a single
phase screen near the transmitter and retroreflected by a diffuse
target at x � 1 km. a, Z-component; b, Y-component.
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velocity components reconstruction are listed in Figs.
4a–4d.

B. Model of the Square of the Illuminating Beam Intensity

It follows from Eqs. (36) and (37) that on the receiver
axis � � 0, the intensity of the reflected optical wave
in the telescope focus is proportional to the integral of
the square of the illuminating beam intensity if the
receiving and transmitting apertures are of the same
size [see also part 4.5 in (19)]. This provides a reason
to extend this relationship for � � 0. In this case the
diffraction of the secondary beam is taken into ac-
count only. That is, the formula [29]

I�Ft, �� ��drII
2�x, r�IT

0�x, r, ��, (40)

where IT
0�x, r, �� is the intensity of the secondary beam

in the absence of fluctuations of dielectric permittivity,
is used instead of Eq. (36). This approximation essen-
tially reduces (by the orders) the computer consump-
tions, as compared to Eq. (36), for simulation of
random realizations of the reflected wave intensity in
the telescope focus with the necessary spatial resolu-
tion and duration.

The approximation [Eq. (40)] reproduces quite ad-
equately the statistics of intensity of radiation scat-
tered by the diffuse surface for the telescope focal
plane from the point of view of fluctuation magnitude
and scales of intensity correlation. However, the al-
gorithm [Eqs. (26)–(30)] of wind reconstruction is
based on the finer features of the space–time struc-
ture of intensity fluctuations than the scales only.
Therefore it is necessary to adjust the wind recon-
struction algorithm to the data for intensity distribu-
tions simulated on the basis of Eq. (40).

In accordance with Eqs. (36) and (3) for the inte-
grand components in Eq. (40) we can write

II�x, r����d��U0����G�x, r; 0, ����2

, (41)

IT
0�x, r, ���B exp���r� x

Ft
��2

atd
2 �, (42)

where B is the coefficient, atd
2 � at

2� �x2�k2at
2�. For the

regime of weak intensity fluctuations �0
2 � 1 the in-

tensity of the illuminating beam can be presented in
the form

II�x, r, t� � �II�x, r, t�	�II�x, r, t�, (43)

where II�x, r, t� is the random addition to the mean
intensity, determining the intensity fluctuations of
the order of �0 in magnitude. Then the formula

II
2�x, r, t� � �II�x, r, t�	2� 2�II�x, r, t�	II�x, r, t�

�II
2�x, r, t�, (44)

is true for the square of intensity, and the second
spatiotemporal statistical moment of squares of the
intensities of a beam incident on the reflector has the
form

�II
2�x, r1; t�II

2�x, r2; t���	
� ��II�x, r1, t�	2�II�x, r2; t���	2� 2�II�x, r1, t�	

 �II�x, r2; t���	��II�x, r1, t�	II�x, r2; t���
� �II�x, r2; t���	II�x, r1, t��
� �II�x, r1, t�	2II

2�x, r2; t����II�x, r2; t���	2


II
2�x, r1, t�� 4�II�x, r1, t�	�II�x, r2; t���	


II�x, r1, t�II�x, r2; t���	. (45)

In Eq. (45) the last term only determines the spa-
tiotemporal correlation, the rest of the terms deter-
mines the spatial correlation:

�II
2�x, r1; t�II

2�x, r2; t���	�K�r1, r2�� 4�II�x, r1, t�	

 �II�x, r2; t���	

 �II�x, r1; t�II�x, r2; t���	,

�K�r1, r2�� 4�II�x, r1, t�	

 �II�x, r2; t���	KI�r1, r2, ��.

(46)

In Eq. (46) term KI�r1, r2, �� is the spatiotemporal cor-
relation function of the intensity of a beam propagat-
ing in the atmosphere under conditions of weak optical
turbulence. Using expression [36] for KI�r1, r2, �� in
Eq. (46) and ignoring the turbulent broadening of the
illuminating beam,

Fig. 4. Z-components of the spatiotemporal spectrum of intensity
of a collimated laser beam, passed through a moving random phase
screen near the transmitter and retroreflected by a diffuse target
at x � 1 km, for different strengths of phase fluctuations. a, �I

2

� 0.01; b, �I
2 � 0.1; c, �I

2 � 0.25; d, �I
2 � 0.5.
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�II�x, r1; t�	�II�x, r2; t�	 � exp��k 

xg2�r1
2� r2

2��, (47)

where � ka2�x, g2 � 1� 2
1� �x�F��2, we find the
expression for the spatiotemporal correlation func-
tion of intensity of the reflected optical wave in the
telescope focal plane in the approximation [Eq. (40)]

KI��1, �2, ����dr1dr2
�II
2�x, r1; t�II

2�x, r2; t���	


 IT
0�x, r1, �1�IT

0�x, r2, �2�
� �II

2�x, r1�	�II
2�x, r2�	IT

0�x, r1, �1�

 IT

0�x, r2, �2��,

� exp���2� 4R2

2aF
2 ��

0

1

d�� d�Cn
2��������


 ei�V�����
n�1

4

��1�nexp��cn�
2�Zn��,

(48)

where

aF
2 �

Ft
2

x2�atd
2 �

xg2

2k �,

c1������xg2

k Re �����������2atd
�2�

k 

xg2��,

c3� c*1, c2,4�Re c1,

Zn��
x�Ft

1�
2k atd

2

xg2

qn,

q1��q3
*������,

q2��q4
*� 2 Re ����R� i Im �����,

����� i��
 

g2�1����1� i �1� x
F��.

In Eq. (48) the term K�r1, r2� is omitted as indepen-
dent on time.

Each term of the correlation function [Eq. (48)] has
the same form as Eq. (25). After rearrangement of Eq.
(48) in accordance with Eqs. (26)–(29), we obtain the
expressions of the form [Eq. (30)] for the components
of the space (on �)–time spectrum. Analysis of these
expressions shows that two spectral maxima are in
the points p � 0; the others are determined by the
formulas

p� �
Ft

2g2

3 k x
!���

1�!2���
, !����

Im ����
3 Re ����

,

����q��
Ft

x
Im ����

������2� 2�Re �����2 Vi���, (49)

where p is the imaginary part of the exponent index
of the spectrum components, which is of the same
form as that in Eq. (30).

We have performed a numerical experiment with
the following initial data: path length x � 1000 m,
wavelength 	 � 0.5 "m, Cn

2 � 4 
 10�17 m�2�3, a
� 2.5 cm, F��500 m, Ft � 1 m, and at � 1 cm. Five
moving screens were used in the simulations. Wind
velocity variations over the path were imitated by
time-varying displacements of the phase screens to
the distance V�x�� · �, where x� is the current longi-
tudinal coordinate, in accordance with the specified
wind profile. Three profiles containing Y- and
Z-velocity-vector components each were simulated.
The spectrum was estimated from ten realizations of
duration of 256 frames of 2D intensity distributions
of 512 
 512 pixels with resolution 0.9 mm and with
the time step 0.9 ms. Calculation results for the log-
arithm of the spatiotemporal spectrum in the approx-
imation [Eq. (40)] are presented in Fig. 5. Each phase
screen is presented by a strip radiated from the co-
ordinate origin.

The spectrum slope is determined by the parame-
ter � � ��q, and the distance between the spectrum
maxima (minima) determines the screen position �.
The velocity is obtained from Eq. (49) with use of the
parameters � and 
 determined from the calculated

Fig. 5. Components of the spatiotemporal intensity spectrum of a
defocused illuminating beam affected by five phase screens and
retroreflected by a diffuse target at x � 1 km. a, Z-component; b,
Y-component.
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spectrum. Three initial profiles of the Y and Z com-
ponents of the phase screens movement velocities
and reconstruction results are shown in Figs. 6a–6c.
It follows from the obtained calculation data in Fig. 6
that the wind profiles are reconstructed with accept-
able accuracy for two thirds of the path adjacent to
the transceiver. The screen positions and velocity and
direction of movement along the axes Z and Y are
reconstructed with a high degree of accuracy for the
first four screens. For half of the profiles we failed to
determine the coordinates of the fifth screen. The
screen movement velocity is estimated to 10% error.

The fact is that the intensity fluctuations of the
illuminating beam are averaged over a target area
covered by the secondary beam [Eq. (42)] for the
model of intensity square [Eq. (40)] used. To reduce
the averaging effect of the secondary beam, its dimen-
sions were specified to be reasonably minimal. For

the same purpose the illuminating beam was as-
signed as the divergent one. Due to the divergence of
the beam incident on the reflector, the intensity in-
homogeneities in the beam cross section (proportional
to the radius of the first Fresnel zone 	x for �0

2 � 1)
arising on initial parts of the path increase in size to
the end of the path, which reduces the averaging
effect of the secondary beam. On the other side, the
intensity inhomogeneities arising on the path part
adjacent to the reflector have no chance to increase
their size because of beam divergence; their sizes
remain approximately 	x and these inhomogeneities
are averaged to a greater extent. It is the reason why
the wind profile is not resolved on the one third part
of the path adjacent to the reflector. Moreover, the
phase fluctuations caused by the screens located at
the end of the path have no time to transform into
amplitude ones, which reduces a sensitivity of the
method near the reflector.

The averaging effect is a consequence of the ap-
proximation [Eq. (40)]. When simulations would be
based on the exact relation for the scattered wave
intensity at the telescope focus [Eq. (36)] as well as in
the actual experiments, this effect should be less pro-
nounced. If it is correct, one can expect that the longer
the propagation path length used in simulations, the
longer the portion of this path where accurate recon-
struction of the wind profile is possible. To check this
statement we have performed the numerical experi-
ment for a 1.4 km path. We have used the model [Eq.
(40)] with the same input parameters as in the ex-
periment discussed above.

The calculated Y and Z components of the spec-
trum are shown in Fig. 7 in logarithmic scale. The
initial and reconstructed profiles of the Y and Z com-
ponents of the phase screens movement velocities are
presented in Fig. 8. It is obvious that for the 1.4 km
path wind retrieval is possible within the portion of
a path �1000 m in length adjusted to a laser source.
Thus, we can conclude that the averaging of intensity
fluctuations on the diffuse target over the area cov-
ered by the secondary beam occurs as a consequence
of an imperfection of the model [Eq. (40)] used in the
numerical experiments. In the framework of the

Fig. 7. Components of the spatiotemporal intensity spectrum of a
defocused illuminating beam affected by seven phase screens and
retroreflected by a diffuse target at x � 1.4 km. a, Z-component; b,
Y-component.

Fig. 6. Initial profiles (solid curves with circles) and reconstruc-
tion results (dashed curves with crosses) for defocused illuminat-
ing beam retroreflected by a diffuse target at x � 1 km.
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strict intensity simulation algorithm [Eq. (36)] this
effect should not be manifested.

6. Conclusion

Expression for the spatiotemporal correlation func-
tion of turbulent intensity fluctuations of scattered
optical wave focused by the receiving telescope is pre-
sented in this paper. The algorithm of cross-wind
velocity and direction profiles reconstruction based
on the spatial temporal spectrum of intensity of an
optical beam scattered by a diffuse target in a turbu-
lent atmosphere is described. It is shown that in the
general case the ambiguity of this reconstruction al-
gorithm can be diminished by placing the receiving
telescope at some distance from the transmitter ap-
erture where incident and reflected waves become
uncorrelated. In this case the intensity correlation
function contains only two informative components
and retrieval of the cross-wind profile is possible by
the developed algorithm.

Results of the end-to-end numerical experiments
on reconstruction of the wind velocity profile by the
developed algorithm from the simulation data of la-
ser beam propagation along the paths with reflection
in the turbulent atmosphere are presented. The test
was performed for the conditions of weak intensity
fluctuations ��0

2 � 1� (1) for the model of random
phase screen with use of the strict calculation for-
mula [Eq. (36)] and strict algorithm for wind profile
reconstruction [Eqs. (26)–(30)]; (2) for the model of
intensity square [29] with use of the wind reconstruc-
tion algorithm specially developed for this model. The
test results show the reconstruction of cross-wind

profiles from the spatiotemporal spectra of intensity
fluctuations of the diffusely scattered optical wave.

The simulation of laser beam propagation in a tur-
bulent atmosphere in the end-to-end computer exper-
iments on cross-wind reconstruction was performed
by the Monte Carlo method based on the splitting of
the problem to the physical factors [30,31]. In accor-
dance with that method the continuous random me-
dium of propagation is subdivided on the thin layers.
For each layer the thin phase screen imitating the
turbulence is simulated and for the distance between
screens only the diffraction is taken into account.
Although this simulation method is intended to imi-
tate continuous random media, we understand that,
based on that method, computer tests of the proposed
cross-wind reconstruction algorithm are needed in
addition to the more accurate modeling of continuous
turbulent volume and the algorithm itself is needed
in the experimental proof.
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